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Book Descriptions:

brunton solar controller manual

We also recommend looking through our discussion forum which serves to answer questions and
solve problems with brunton products.The 120Wh Liion battery and builtin 240 V inverter is housed
in a case that is dustproof and waterproof up to 3.3. It has a. A rechargeable lithium polymer battery
holds 3000mAh of power and charges your device via a 2.1A USB port. Polycr. A rechargeable
lithium polymer battery holds 3000mAh of power and charges your device via a 2.1A USB port.
Polycry. Compatible with power outlets in North America, this portable power source features a
lithium io. Compatible with power outlets in the European Union, this portable power source
features a lithi. Compatible with power outlets in North America, this portable power source
features a lithium io. Compatible with power outlets in the European Union, this portable power
source features a lithi. Designed specifically to be recharged in the Brunton Hyd. The selfcontained
unit combines hydrogen from rechargeable cells with oxygen from the atmosphere to ge. This
energy solution separates the hydrogen and oxygen molecules from dis. The 120Wh Liion battery
and builtin 120 V inverter is housed in a case that is dustproof and waterproof up to 3.3. It has a.
Designed specifically to be recharged in the Brun. The selfcontained unit combines hydrogen from
rechargeable cells with oxygen from the atmosphere to ge. The selfcontained unit combines
hydrogen from rechargeable cells with oxygen from the atmosphere to gen. The Brunton SolarFlat
15 12V comes in a 15W panel, which maintains a charge for small electronics such as cell phones,
GPS, and digital cameras. The rolls weigh 5 oz. 141.7 g but output up to 14W of power. The
amorphous solar cells are effect. The unit can handle up to 100W of electricity and gives you
maintenance free protection of both. It is made with flexible cell technolo. The Solaris plugs into
your electronic devices USB port to give it a quick charge
ev.http://chinahoists.com/upload/1599309348.xml

brunton solar controller manual, brunton solar controller manual pdf, brunton solar
controller manual download, brunton solar controller manual instructions, brunton
solar controller manual free.

The unit features reverse discharge protection that will not discharge the batteries at night. It has a
completely waterproof con. Try Google Search! However, when I charge it, the red light become
green for a second and then still on the charge starts to flash red again. Always connect If battery
voltage If battery voltage is 13 or Remember that you can also share the solution.Ask a question our
users can help you. The manufacturer says that once connected you can charge your 12v battery
nonstop for days. The controller will cut off the power when charging is complete. It’s also good for
maintaining the battery in its fully charged state i.e. RV parked for days or boats. It’s compatible
with most of the solar panels of different brands too available. Brunton is a good brand. The led
indicator are helpful to know when the battery is full. Once you hook it up to the battery it works
well. It looks very standard in its construction. Versatile for every solar panels. I would like to use
this for my RV year round. Consider the place where you’ll be install it. I don’t reccommend You to
put it near the top of Your RV. He wants to use it as a back up source for charging the battery while
on the water Just beginner. Please reply what is the thumb rule to select solar charge controller. As
for example 600 Watts is connected load. Here in India it is 230Volts. Further, I shall be thankful if
you will please inform the complete technical data, information to design solar power supply unit as
for example 1000 Watts connected load. Then how solar panel,charge controller,battery,inverter
selected. Your guidance and information is valuable to me. Thanks Madhukar Bhatt I hooked it all up
and I don’t get any lights to come on in my regulator. I first thought the regulator was bad and got
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another one but still nothing. I have power from the panel, the included light tester comes on when I
plug it in.The pump draws 7
amps.http://dhins.com/testingsites/advantage_aviation/assets/media/carrier-holiday-ice-13-manual.x
ml

It is connected to two Siemens 50 solar panels, 100watts, 7amps, which charges a 12 volt marine
battery. We have used the BZ mini charge controllers and a Sun. They overcharge the batteries plus
do not have a low voltage disconnect, LVD. Do you have a charge controller that is more reliable. All
the controllers we have used quit working after a couple years. The BZ look like something got hot
on the back side. Epoxy appears partially melted. Why. Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings
based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data average. The model takes into account
factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are from verified purchasers, and factors
that establish reviewer trustworthiness. See All Buying Options Add to Wish List Disabling it will
result in some disabled or missing features. You can still see all customer reviews for the product.
The indicator lights on it are handy so you can see if your battery is receiving voltage from the
panels, and you can see if you batteries are fully charged or charging. Id recommend it to anyone
wanting to piece together a small inexpensive 12V solar power system. Note You may want to
consider a larger capacity charge controller if you are thinking about expanding your system down
the road. Not for my batteries. Reviewed in the United States on August 16, 2015 Charger does not
charge batteries at high enough voltage. My batteries never get fully charged, they get some charge,
but never get full. Even after days of charging, the charger simply stops charging. My battery
manufacturer says that the batteries must have a daily charge of 14.8 volts for a 12 volt battery.
Please see Charger Voltage Settings for Flooded Batteries System Voltage Charger Voltage Setting
6v 12v 24v 36v 48v Daily Charge 7.4 14.8 29.6 44.4 59.2 Float 6.6 13.2 26.4 39.6 52.8 Equalize 7.8
15.5 31.0 46.5 62.0 This charger is not allowing me to get my batteries charged, it is not good. I sent
my Brunton back.

Please try again later. Orweller Family 4.0 out of 5 stars This does exactly what it should. The
indicator lights on it are handy so you can see if your battery is receiving voltage from the panels,
and you can see if you batteries are fully charged or charging. Note You may want to consider a
larger capacity charge controller if you are thinking about expanding your system down the
road.Please try again later. Please try again later. Always Demand Quality 5.0 out of 5 stars The light
comes on when the panel is receiving light so you know the battery is charging. Light is easily
visible. I added a fuse in conjunction for added peace of mind.Please try again later. Please try again
later. Sandman 5.0 out of 5 stars I purchased the Brunton solar controller based on another Amazon
review and I am very pleased with its performance. This appears to be a high quality item well worth
its price.Please try again later. Please try again later. RB 5.0 out of 5 stars Its doing a good job,
exactly as expected. One thing that confused me at first is before you attach it to the battery both
the CHARGING and BATTERY FULL light will be on, but once you hook it up to the battery it works
as advertised.Please try again later. Please try again later.They no longer have a built in controller
for the solar panel.Please try again later. Please try again later. Robert Whalen 5.0 out of 5 stars
This controller will keep your batteries topped off and ready with as little as a 1.5 watt solar
cell.Please try again later. Please try again later. Cgrarizona 5.0 out of 5 stars I neeed to keep my
Batteries at 14.2 for at least 2 hrs a day to prevent corrosion buildup and this works perfectly.Please
try again later. Please try again later. J. Carter 5.0 out of 5 stars I use the battery to power a LED
light in my bathroom. This controller is exactly like the Sunforce, Global Solar, and other 7amp
charge controllers you find online.

I have used this controller with 80 watts of panel without a problem. You have to follow the
instructions and ALWAYS connect the unit to your battery first. When disconnecting ALWAYS
disconnect your battery last. I do not leave it out in the weather so I cannot offer an opinion on its
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ability to resist weathering. I would purchase it again without hesitation.Please try again later.
Please try again later.Cant beat it for the price though.Please try again later. Please try again later.
boater 5.0 out of 5 stars Please try again later. Please try again later. Please try again.Please try
again.Register a free business account Please try your search again later.Ideal for variable
conditions, especially lowlight wooded and cloudy coastal situations, this is the solar panel of choice
for researchers in the arctic, expeditions to the Himalaya, and photo journalists working in the
undeveloped world.The units multisection design folds up into a compact footprint thats just a bit
larger than a DVD case, while still delivering an impressive 26 watts of power, more than enough to
charge a laptop or digital video camera or power a satellite or cell phone. In addition, the units
highperformance CIGS solar cellsthe most efficient thinfilm solar technology availableare extremely
reliable, with a design that instinctively converts incident sunlight into an electrical current, even in
lowlight conditions. The combined functions make this an ideal panel for camping trips, hikes, power
outages, and other occasions when it helps to have a portable power source on hand. The Solaris 26,
which measures 21.5 by 37.5 inches when open and 11 by 8.5 inches when folded, includes a battery
clamp cable for charging car batteries, along with vehicle outlet and multilinking cables. Its also
backed by a oneyear warranty. Whats in the Box Solaris 26 foldable solar panel, vehicle outlet cable,
multilinking cable, battery clamp cable, storage sack, users manual.

Amazon calculates a product’s star ratings based on a machine learned model instead of a raw data
average. The model takes into account factors including the age of a rating, whether the ratings are
from verified purchasers, and factors that establish reviewer trustworthiness. Please try again later.
D. Driscoll 3.0 out of 5 stars Right now I use it to charge a all of my electronics. It folds up nicely,
and doesnt weigh much. I agree with the other posters on the positive things about these panels.
These panels as individuals not linked are serving me and my teams very well in Iraq. We use them
to power everything from MP3 Players and cell phones to advanced GPS tracking systems. Theres
only one problem I have, and that is linking more than two panels together. The instructions and box
say it can be done, and the box says it includes a linking cable, but there is nothing that says how.
You are supposedly able to link up to three panels together, but I am unable to accomplish this no
matter how I configure the cables. Ive written directly to Bruntons service department for guidance,
but after a month Ive only gotten the read receipts from them. No answer so far. No one on any blog
or forum can tell me how this is done. They are expensive, so finding someone that has bought more
than one is rare. All three panels came with the exact same cables, so I dont think Im missing
anything. There are two connection ports on each panel it will charge two small items at the same
time. As far as cables go you get one with clamps like the kind that connects to a car battery, one
female car cigarette lighterstyle outlet, and another cable that has four adapters on one end and a
single adapter for plugging into the panel on the other. You have to use the fourended cable to link
panels. The problem is that when you plug the end with four ends into a panel there is no more room
to plug in another cable. The two prongs sticking out of the sides prevent this.

Anyone with one panel could see what I mean. Try plugging both ends of your linking cable into your
one panel, as would be the case on the middle panel in a series of three. Then consider how you
would link three of them together. I would love to hear from anyone that has accomplished linking
more than two of these together. Linking them together would allow us to power real time our field
laptops and minisatellites, we could even recharge our military satcom radio batteries.
Unfortunately this isnt the case yet. The panel is excellent and I like it a lot. I gave it a three star
rating because it claims to be able to do something that it cannot link three panels. The instructions
are also lacking in this area. Bruntons customer service also leaves something to be desired, which
should be your only negative consideration if youre buying only one. Update I finally got a reply from
Brunton concerning linking the panels. The fourpronged linking cable can make the connection
between panels a bit tight. Admittedly, the design isnt the best, but Ive got three of our 26s here,
hooked them up, and read increased amperage. On the panels where youre forced to use both the



single and multitipped wire, Ive found its best to turn the fourtip plug perpendicular to the flat
ground, making it easier to fit the single wire. Ill be the first to say it isnt pretty. It creates a slight
fold in the panel, and doesnt allow it to sit completely flat, but it does make the connection, and
since theres no solar receiver over the output, it doesnt affect the efficiency. As I said, the
multiprong cord isnt the best design. Its something Im trying to get them to change in the
development department. Yes, by bending the panel you can make the two fit. This causes me some
real problems. My initial intent was to take some cord and tie the panels down using the nicely
grommeted holes in each corner. I cant do this because the corner thats bent cant be tied down
tightly.

When I pull on the corner thats bent down see pic, you can hear the plastic under strain. The four
prong outlet tries to straighten out with no where to go, when you do this. I wouldnt want to tie the
panel down tightly for fear of breaking something. The answer to this of course is to make your own
single malemale cable. In the rest of the email the service rep offered to send me some cables and
cords that I could splice together. One other thing I noticed is that the female cigarette outlet is
completely smooth on the inside, there are no ridges or insets. There is some resistance that will
keep it from just falling out, but it doesnt take much to come loose. I dont think this would be a
problem if the panel were laying flat. I imagine that if it were hung up the weight of some cables
could cause it to come out. Ive had no problems at all with powering any device using this outlet.
One of the prongs on the four ended cable will fit directly into the laptop. It being such a small
laptop the panel WILL run it real time while charging the battery just like it was plugged into the
wall. According to Brunton the panel kicks out 26 Watts, and says its at 12 Volts. In testing this
personally it did in fact run the laptop real time and charge the battery at the same time. I would
raise my review to four stars I cant modify it, because the panel does do what it says it will do, but it
has a design flaw that makes it hard to deal with. 4th Update For some reason all the pictures I
uploaded months ago are now gone. I dont know if thats an Amazon thing, or what. Ill try to replace
them. Might as well say something about the panel. Its been over a year and a half and its still
holding up, no problems with wear and tear. Im very pleased. 8 year Update Feb 20 16 The panel is
still holding up and working as well as it did when I started using it. I dont carry it around any more,
though. It hangs in the window of my house and keeps my USB charged flashlights full.

The reason it doesnt go with me is the cables; to get to USB you have to use their specific cable that
ends in a female car charger. Into that you plug a usb charger. Into that you plug your USB cable. I
have smaller panels that have direct USB ports that fit my needs. Im just tired of carrying around a
bunch of different stuff to serve one panel. Loss or failure of cables that are only used by this panel
means they all shut down. Getting spares is a pain, and carrying them even more so. I like the power
output, to size, to packability of this panel but it is not worth it to me to have rolls of cables just in
case. I have one kind of cable and one cable for each device. I could lose half my cables and still be
able to use all of my devices one way or another. They are also available everywhere and easy to
buy.I have some raw land in a very remote area that I visit often, and I keep all of my electronic
devices charged using this panel in conjunction with Motorola micro USB car charger and some
external battery packs made by Powergen and Motorola. I use my electronic devices during the day,
so I never charge them directly although I know that is possible. It is much more practical to charge
external battery packs and then use them to charge stuff while Im sleeping. It is very important to
rig some sort of shade for the battery being charged because they will not accept a full charge if
they get too hot by sitting in the sun. I usually rig a small tarp over some sticks or rocks for the
shade. In the attached photo I have the panel rigged up on the side of my tent to catch the early
morning sun. I attached tent lines on the panel and I carry extra tent stakes, so I can keep the panel
from blowing around in high winds. For the car charger it is important to select one that has voltage
regulation built in. It should accept a range of voltages as input. The one I use can handle 10 to 24
volts, but Ive seen others that handle 10 to 34 volts.



This solar panel puts out 12 volts only at full load which is 1.6 amps. If the current being drawn is
less than 1.6 amps, then the voltage will be higher. No load voltage is around 18 which is normal for
solar panels.They break easily, and for all practical purposes are not manportable. The Brunton was
getting from 80% to full power all say long. Haze, partly cloudy, no problem. Angle not perfect
Forget about it. You dont have to move it every 20 minutes. It charged a car battery with the
controller on, in 16 light hours. It charged a Toshiba Satelite no problem hooked up directly. Just
watch your batter gauge and take it off at 98% to be safe. BUT here comes the surprise Went
camping at 5,000feet elevation, ran the car batteries dead listening to music. Next morning I hook
up the brunton and we go fishing. Come back 5 hours later, and I was hoping to have enough charge
to crank the engine. Not only did it crank, but it must have been fully charged. I had no gauges, so I
just turned the headlights and radio on and cranked it again, and it started under a full load. So it
had to be very charged. This took at least double the time at normal altitude. Oh, and It ran the
laptop Toshiba satellite in real time. It wont do this under normal circumstances, you need two, but
it does show me just how efficient these cells are in converting sunlight. Altitude does something
magical to these things that about doubles their performance. Worth the extra money, as everything
else is really a waste of money. These are super light, packable and portable, and takes abuse that
everything else dreams of. One complaint WHY CANT BRUNTON INCLUSE A COUPLE OF LINKING
WIRES WITH THIS. Youd figure for this kind of money it would be a given. Cmon brunton, make it
happen, dont trip at the finish line! Learn more about our ReturnIf you cannot upgrade your browser
or use an alternative device to visit us,Our product experts have helped us select these available
replacements below.

You can also explore other items in the Batteries, Battery Chargers, Solar Chargers yourself to try
and find the perfect replacement for you! OpticsPlanet is an Authorized Internet Dealer for Brunton
Batteries. The Solar Watt Regulator by Brunton Brand prevents overcharging 12 volt batteries when
using solar panel arrays that provide more than 10 watts of power. This compact unit can handle up
to 100 watts of electricity and gives you maintenance free protection of both your solar panels and
your Solar Chargers. Brunton also carries many solar panels to compliment your need for renewable
solar power. Pros So far no cooked batteries. Cons None. If you want NextDay, we can save the
other items for later. Order by, and we can deliver your NextDay items by. You won’t get NextDay
delivery on this order because your cart contains items that aren’t “NextDay eligible”. In your cart,
save the other items for later in order to get NextDay delivery. Oops! There was a problem with
saving your items for later. You can go to cart and save for later there.See our disclaimer Brunton
Solar Controller 12 Volt Battery Charge RegulatorWe apologize for the inconvenience, but at this
time we are unable to export this product outside of the USA.Looking for 3SSolar Panels. Brunton
Solar Controller 12 Volt Battery Charge Regulator delivers great quality for a great price. All of the
features you need for a price you want from Brunton. Dont look further for 3SSolar Panels. Brunton
Solar Controller 12 Volt Battery Charge Regulator has everything youve been looking for.
Specifications Brand Brunton Model 355453 Manufacturer Part Number FSOLRCON Assembled
Product Weight 1 lbs Manufacturer Brunton Customer Reviews Write a review Be the first to review
this item. Ask a question Ask a question If you would like to share feedback with us about pricing,
delivery or other customer service issues, please contact customer service directly.

The addition of a Walmart Protection Plan adds extra protection from the date of purchase. Walmart
Protection Plans cover the total cost of repair, or replacement, for products, as well as covering
delivery charges for the exchange. You can view your Walmart Protection Plan after your purchase
in the Walmart Protection Plan Hub. Product warranty 90 Days or longer See details Warranty
Information All products come with a 90 Day, or longer, manufacturer warranty Already purchased
your product. A Walmart Protection Plan can be added within 30 days of purchase. Click here to add
a Plan.All Rights Reserved. To ensure we are able to help you as best we can, please include your
reference number Feedback Thank you for signing up. You will receive an email shortly at Here at



Walmart.com, we are committed to protecting your privacy. Your email address will never be sold or
distributed to a third party for any reason. If you need immediate assistance, please contact
Customer Care. Thank you Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. OK Thank you! Your feedback helps us make Walmart shopping better for millions of
customers. Sorry. We’re having technical issues, but we’ll be back in a flash. Done. Mt 5 Solar
Online Shopping Accessories Tv Shopping Jewelry SolarController Belismart BeliSmart.COM offers
Solar Charge Controllers,PWM Solar Charge Controller,MPPT Solar Charge Controller,solar
regulators,Solar PV System,Solar accessories at right price,and More on Belismart !Belismart
Wholesale Online shopping. Lockers Locker Storage Online Shopping Solar Accessories Tv Shopping
Safe Deposit Box Cabinets Cubbies SolarController Belismart BeliSmart.COM offers Solar Charge
Controllers,PWM Solar Charge Controller,MPPT Solar Charge Controller,solar regulators,Solar PV
System,Solar accessories at right price,and More on Belismart !Belismart Wholesale Online
shopping.

Mt 5 Online Shopping Solar Accessories Tv Shopping Jewelry SolarController Belismart
BeliSmart.COM offers Solar Charge Controllers,PWM Solar Charge Controller,MPPT Solar Charge
Controller,solar regulators,Solar PV System,Solar accessories at right price,and More on Belismart
!Belismart Wholesale Online shopping. Lockers Locker Storage Online Shopping Solar Accessories
Home Decor Homemade Home Decor Tv Shopping Safe Deposit Box SolarController Belismart
BeliSmart.COM offers Solar Charge Controllers,PWM Solar Charge Controller,MPPT Solar Charge
Controller,solar regulators,Solar PV System,Solar accessories at right price,and More on Belismart
!Belismart Wholesale Online shopping. Solar Power Solar Energy Belismart Solar Charge Controllers
Pinterest Explore Log in Sign up Privacy. For a better experience, please enable JavaScript in your
browser before proceeding. It may not display this or other websites correctly. You should upgrade
or use an alternative browser. I have a Brunton Solaris 12 panel I use for charging my electronics
GPS, iPod, etc. Well since my panel is only a 12 volt panel is this even feasible. Simple question can I
purchase this Brunton controller to use with my current solar panel to maintain my vehicles battery
when Im out in the woods. Thanks in advance. The rate is different for different batteries, and also
an older battery will selfdischarge at a higher rate than a newer battery. To know if 12w of solar
would be enough to maintain the battery, you would need to know how much the battery
selfdischarges, plus how much parasitic load is on the battery, such as a car alarm, the clock in the
radio and whatnot. If that totals up to more than 12w, then the solar panel would be fighting a losing
battle. Since the solar panel wouldnt provide enough to ever get the battery up to 14.2v, the charge
controller would just basically be leaving the panel connected to the battery all the time.

The main purpose of a charge controller, is to prevent overcharging. The specs on the page you
linked to seem a bit vague. If that panel actually does put out 12v.well thats not enough to push a
battery up to 14.2v, or even 13v. Now, the first thing I notice is that the math aint right. That is the
voltage that the solar panel is capable of under full load. I thought it was a 12 volt panel A. This is
normal. You will find on an open circuit, when there is no load or device hooked to the panel, your
voltage will read that high. But I would say you probably dont need the charge controller for a such
a dinky little solar panel connected to a big ol leadacid auto battery.Im sure I have the manual at
home so I will definitely check there for the Vmp is really 15v or not. Otherwise Ill start calling
Brunton to see if they can tell me. At this time Im just looking to find a way to keep the battery
maintained enough so that I know it will start the vehicle. Load would be light at least in my mind as
Id only like turn the radio on for a bit each day for either some tunes while cooking or to try and get
a station for a weather forecast. Also, I have more cig outlets in my vehicle for charging than the one
that hooks to the solar panel so I was thinking that if I could get the solar panel to maintain the
vehicle battery enough for it to start then I could use the multiple cig outlets to charge my GPS,
iPod, etc all at once. However, I realize this may be asking too much from the battery.Figure that
12w panel can replace 1a per every hour of good strong sun. If you move it around to keep it aimed



at the sun, you might get say 6 hours a day. It doesnt take much to drain 6ah out of the battery.
Thats a 2a load for 3 hours or a 4a load for 1.5 hours. With a small solar panel, what usually ends up
happening is not that the solar will keep up with the loads, but that it just helps mitigate the loads a
bit to extend the time until the battery is drained.

For instance, if you have 4a of loads pulling from the battery, while you are supplying 1a from the
solar panel, then the effective drain on the battery is only 3a instead of 4a so itll take a little longer
before the battery is drained. But that large short amp dump is usually only 5% of the batterys
capacity. Take it down 5% and then recharge it immediately, and it will do that for thousands of
cycles. That same battery, taken down to 50% capacity, might only last a couple of hundred cycles if
that before its ruined. Take it down to 20% and it might only do it 10 or 20 times if that before its
ruined. Deep cycle batteries, have thick lead plates designed not to dump a whole lot in a short time,
but to dump less over a longer time though they can still dump a respectable amount of power in a
short time. That sort of battery can be taken down to 50% or some, to 20% for thousands of cycles. I
personally, am never in favor of depending on the cranking battery to supply aux loads and then
hopefully have it still start the vehicle. It might but there is an equal chance it wont, and thats bad
news out in the boonies. Having an aux battery for aux loads is just about the only way to be sure the
cranking battery will be up to the task when needed. There are little charge controller kits that
attach through the cigarette lighter. The Bruton controller you linked would work, but require more
time setting up. If you drive most days and dont have a fridge you might not have a problem. When
you replace your starting battery you probably want to get something better like the Sears Platinum
many people here buy. That will tolerate more discharge than a regular starting battery. But for
keeping my batteries charged I use a BatteryMinder SCC015 for the past year plus with excellent
results. What Im realizing is that I may be ready for a dual battery setup sooner than I thought.


